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The Hongkong Electric Company Limited '(HEC) is one
of the two utility companies supplying electricity to the
territory of Hong Kong. It has two power generating
stations located at Apleichau and Lamma Island. The
Apleichau Power Station is an oil fired station which
will be phased out for redevelopment in the near future.
The Lamma Power Station is a developing dual coal/oil
fired station, having a total planned capacity of 1800
Megawatts (MW). The existing plant consists of two 250 MW
units, two 125MW units and two 350 MW units. There is a
plan for the installation of one additional .350 MW unit
in 1992-and possibly two other units of 350 MW or 500 MW
capacity after that depending on the demand.
Steam to drive the turbo-generators is produced in
the boilers at high temperature and pressure. The boilers
are designed to fire either 100 percent coal, 100 percent
oil, or a coal/oil mixture. Under normal operating
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conditions all units burn 100 percent coal, with oil
firing facility for start up and standby. At 1800 MW
generating capacity, the estimated coal consumption will
be about 3.4 million tonnes annually. Coal supplied to
the power station is received at the fuel jetty located
at the west end of the station. The jetty. has been
designed to accommodate sea going vessels of up to 100000
deadweight tonnes.
Coal is supplied to the station by ocean going
bulk cargo carriers and'received at the fuel jetty by two
unloaders each of 750 tonnes per hour cream digging
capacity. The coal is either transferred to the coal
storage yard, or fed to the boiler bunkers directly via
duplicate 2000 tonne per hour conveyors. A stacker of
3000 tonnes per hour capacity has been installed in the
coal yard and can form a longitudinal stock pile to a
height of about 15 metres. Reclamation of coal is by
mobile plant to underground hoppers, from where it is
transferred to the conveyors by travelling paddle
feeders.
The factors influencing the operation of the coal
unloading jetty are primarily the 'demand for coal at the
power station, and the rate at which large bulk carriers
can be unloaded, together with a wide range of other
effects such as the inherent randomness in vessel
arrivals which is superimposed on any predetermined
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shipping schedule, random fluctuations in power station
load factors, disruption due to weather, and unexpected
breakdown of unloading equipment.
The power station requires forty to sixty
shipments from various suppliers and loading ports.
Inevitably there is a degree of randomness or uncertainty
associated with a supply of this nature. Some of the
causes are:-
The distances from the loading ports to Lamma are
fairly large and voyage time could be up to 45
days. There will be variation in the exact time
taken.
There is the possibility of congestion at the
loading ports which will delay loading of HEC
consignments.
The local weather condition at Hong Kong will
occasionally disrupt and delay unloading.
There is the possibility of occasional breakdown
at Lamma.
When a vessel does arrive it, will present its
notice- of readiness when ready for berthing and
unloading. The freight contract will specify an average
rate of unloading which will be set against HEC's
performance from this point onwards. In principle* if
unloading takes longer than the time corresponding to the
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contract unloading rate, HEC becomes liable to demurrage
charges on the other hand, if unloading is completed
earlier than the contract period, HEC can claim a credit
for early despatch. If there is congestion at Lamma, i.e.
.the berth is occupied when the vessel arrives, HEC will
still have to accept the notice of readiness and the
contract time available for unloading will start to
elapse. The contract for coal ships from China did not
include this particular item and thus Chinese ships have
no demurrage nor despatch.
The requirement for the marine terminal depends on
an assessment of the degree to which congestion will
occur and the accompanying hazards of a queue of vessels
'waiting for a berth and the demurrage costs that are
being incurred. If the throughput at a marine terminal is
going to increase progressively, a point, may be reached
where these factors require the addition of ship
unloading capacity.
The annual coal consumption is directly
proportional to the total electricity consumption which
is estimated to have 5-6 percent growth per annum. The
corresponding increase in coal consumption implies that
an increasing amount of. coal must be brought in either by
increasing the number-of shipments per 'year or increasing
the draft of the vessels, or both. The turn around. time
for unloading each vessel will depend on the reliability
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and efficiency of the ship unloaders and associated
conveyor systems. The present coal unloading jetty
configuration of one berth and two grab unloaders is
expected to become saturated some time in the future.
.Therefore, an assessment is required to determine when
the third unloader will be required.
6CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
The inherent randomness associated with the
various factors precludes the use of analytical methods
and the application of discrete system simulation is
preferred. In simulating any dynamic system, whether
continuous or discrete, there must be a mechanism for the
flow of time. There are two -fundamentally different
models for moving a system through time: the fixed
time-step model and the event to event model. In a fixed
time-step model a timer or clock is simulated by the
computer. This clock is updated by a fixed time interval
and the system is examined to see if any event has taken
place during this time interval. All event that take
place during this period are treated as if they occurred.
simultaneously at the tail end of this interval. In a
event to event simulation model the computer advances
time to the occurrence of the next event. It shifts from
event to event. The system state does not change in
between. Only those points in time are kept track of when
something of interest happens to the system.
7In our marine terminal simulation, the time-step
model is to be adopted because even though the major
events are the arrival of coal ships, there are many
other events happening between coal ship arrivals. For
example, coal is consumed hour by hour, routine
maintenance is carried out on the unloaders between
shipments, the occurrence of typhoons etc.. It would be
more convenient to use the time-step model since many of
these variables change by the hour.
Basically, this is a simulation of a queueing
system that can handle one customer (one ship) at a time
with two or more servers (two or more unloaders). Factors
affecting operation of the terminal include:-
- shipping delays and early arrivals
- despatch and demurrage
- weather condition
- tidal effect
- reliability of unloaders and associated equipment
- coal consumption pattern
- vessel draft
- coal yard storage'capacity
- maintenance down time
- cost of additional unloader(s)
queue discipline
The required randomness for shipping operation,
unplanned breakdowns of- unloaders, weather condition
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shall be generated by the computer using Monte Carlo
Technique with probability distribution functions taken
from historical records.
The programme shall be written in BASIC and run on.
an IBM personal computer. The results of the simulation
shall lead to a financial appraisal of the third unloader
to compare the capital investment at different point in
time with the probable saving in demurrage costs.
9CHAPTER III
MODEL BUILDING
The loading of a power utility marine terminal is
directly proportional to the coal consumption. With the
steady growth in electricity demand, there will be a
corresponding increase in coal consumed per year. A
forecast of future coal consumption up to the year 1996
is shown in Table 1. In the input segment of the
programmes, annual coal consumption is broken down into
weekly consumption ratios corresponding to the seasonal
variation and stored as READ DATA elements. Daily
consumption figures are generated from weekly ratios to
conform to the variation of consumption within the week.
About half of the coal consumption is currently
supplied from China under a contract which will *expire by
the year. 1992. The vessels used 'is of. the 52000 dead'
weight tonnes (DWT) category because of port facility
limitation in China. .The contract did- not include any
demurrage/despatch clause. Other sources include
Australia, Canada, South -Africa and also from the spot
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market using 65000 DWT category vessels. Contracts for
these sources stipulate a contract unloading rate of
15000 tonnes per day, unloading start time being counted
12 hours from the receipt of Notice of Readiness, NOR.
The lay time, which is the contract time allowed for..
unloading one shipment, is given by the following
equation,
Lay time= (vessel DWT/15000) x 24+ 12 hours
If unloading is completed in a time shorter than the lay
time, then the ship company will pay HEC a despatch at
the rate of US$3750 per day. However, if the unloading is
completed in a time longer than the lay time, HEC will
have to paid the ship company a demurrage at the rate of
US$7500 per day. The actual unloading time is always
counted f rom the time of NOR.
Because of this difference in the contracts on
despatch and demurrage, preference is always given to non
Chinese ships when there are more than one ship waiting,
i.e.-. the programme need to provide for queue jumping.
At the beginning of the year, a coal supply plan
is drawn up so that coal shipments could match coal
consumption pattern as far as possible. The basic rule
for scheduling deliveries is to keep a minimum stock
level of 200000 tonnes and 280000 tonnes in the winter
months and summer months respectively. However, the
actual arrival dates almost always deviate from the
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planned arrival dates because of many reasons. For this
simulation, to simplify the model, assumption is made
that deviations are due to arrangement on HEC side only,
i.e. a vessel could tender NOR as soon as it arrives
local waters.
Due to limited available statistics from other
sources, deviation of actual arrival dates from the
planned arrival dates for Chinese coal ships were
compared. The results are shown in Table 2. For all
practical purposes, the distribution could be
approximated to a normal distribution. Because of the
small amount of historical data for other sources, it is
not practical to use the same method to confirm the
distribution. Therefore, an assumption is made to use the
normal distribution for other sources as well.
To generate samples from the normal distribution,
the sampling method is used. This is a subprogram named
GAUSS' available on IBM programme library. The equivalent
BASIC segment is shown below,
SUB GAUSS (S,AMEAN,V) STATIC
A= 0












The sampling procedure functions by obtaining twelve
uniformly distributed variates, compute their sum and
then subtract six. The output from this sampling
procedure are sample sums that are normally distributed
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one.
These output characteristics are same as the Z statistics
of the standard normal distribution. When the outputs
from the sampling procedure are adjusted for the required
mean and standard deviation, the variates are appropriate
for use in simulation studies.
Since each source of coal has its own statistics,
the input of coal shipments to the programme is done on a
source by source basis. Five sources are built in to the
programme as follows,







It is envisaged that no more Canadian coal will be
purchased in the future because of the poor quality.
Actual arrival dates are generated from the
planned dates using the subprogram GAUSS. Arrival hours.
are generated using a uniform distribution. The shipments
are then arranged in a number schedule according to the
order of arrival.
Another factor affecting ships coming in for the
berthing operation is the tide. The location of the jetty
in relation to the West Lamma Channel and the dredged
approach requires that ships should be towed to the jetty
against the current. This requirement dictates that
approach of ships will be made in the hours between flood
tide and an hour after ebb tide. The Royal Observatory
Almanac for 19.88 published by the Hong Kong Royal
Observatory was consulted, and hour by hour tide data was
stored in a file called tidedata.dat. The same tide data
is to be used for all the years on the assumption that
tide patterns do not change much due to the consistent
movement of the heavenly bodies, i.e. the moon and the
earth.
In addition to the tides, due to obvious safety
reasons and the availability of tugs, all berthing and
unberthing operations must be done in day light.
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In Hong Kong, typhoons in the summer months may
interrupt berthing and unloading operations. The general
rule is that ships unloading at the jetty must be
unberthed and towed out to open sea on the hoisting of
number three signal or higher. This is to protect the.
jetty from damage. The ship will wait in open seas and
will return when the number three signal is lowered. The
Royal Observatory Almanac contains information on monthly
mean number of days with number three or higher Tropical
cyclone warning signals. An assumption is made to assign
seven as an annual mean number of typhoons with a
standard deviation of two. A subroutine is used to
generate typhoons such that the monthly and annual
typhoon hours approximate the recorded average.
Probability, of typhoon. is assumed to be normally
distributed and clustered around the months July, August
and September.
The reliability of the unloading facilities on the
jetty is also a factor governing how quickly a ship could
be unloaded. The major cause of unloader break down is
wire rope failures. Wire rope life depends on the number
of running hours of the machine, i.e. the 'number of
cycles of wear and fatigue to thestrands took place when
the wire rope flexed over pulleys. Table 3 listed some
statistics for the life of these wire ropes. Again, the
probability of failure could be approximated by a normal
distribution. When a failure has occurred, the unloader
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has to be taken out of operation and repaired as soon as
possible. From experience, the time to repair is
approximately ten hours. To improve the reliability of
these equipment, the unloaders are inspected after each
shipment and the wire rope would be replaced if found to.
be defective, provided that there is sufficient time to
do so before the next ship arrives.
A diagrammatic system overview is shown in Figure
1, each building block will be discussed in detail in the




The programme is basically divided into two major
segments and a number of subroutines to facilitate
programming.
The first segment is the input segment which
controls the input of data files and the generation of
typhoon, coal consumption and ship arrival schedules. The
second segment is the main body of the programme which
handles the queueing and unloading of ships.
For the first segment, i.e. the input segment
(Chart no. 1), provision must be made to pass variables
to the second segment for execution. This is achieved by
the use of the COMMON statement. Array variables are
dimensioned into static and dynamic arrays carefully in'
view of the limited memory working space available in a
personal computer. Subroutine INDATA (Chart no. 2) then
open the data file for input. Tide information input is
also handled by this- subroutine. Favorable tide
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conditions for ship approach are marked up in a 365 day
24 hour calendar for the use of the main segment.
Subroutine TYPHOON (Chart no. 3) generates the
number of typhoons in the year and then determines the-
start time and duration for each typhoon. The hours in
which typhoons will occur are then marked up in a
calendar. Subroutine COALCON (Chart no. 4) generates coal
consumption on a week by week basis. For each.week, since
the demand of electricity and hence coal consumption on
Saturday and Sunday are less than those for the week
days, Coal consumption ratios for the weekend are
generated separately. For the weekdays, some randomness
is also built in to simulate the day to day load
fluctuations. Coal consumption figures are used to check
the rise and fall of stock level and will become useful
in the analysis for the building of coal silos as storage
in the future.
The input segment then goes on to generate the
actual arrival days and hours for each coal delivery and*
then put them into a number schedule according to the
order of arrival. The schedule numbers are then put into
a calendar and passed onto the second segment for
processing. A provision is made to print the input data
for reference using the- subroutine .DINPUT.
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The second segment, which is the main programme
(Chart no. 5), also has to begin with defining all the
common variables using the COMMON statement in order to
retain the variables it required. It then has to
dimension variables unique to this segment. The..
subroutine INITUNLOADER (Chart no. 6) then initializes
running hour, time to failure, and time to repair for
each ship unloader one by one. Up to this point, all the
environmental and physical variables are residing in the
memory and the simulation can begin. The queueing is done
by moving the clock time forward hour by hour 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year. In each hour, the programme checks
for ship arrivals. If there is an arrival, the programme
then calculates the time of submitting the Notice of
Readiness, NOR. This time is important because it affects
the payment of demurrage or receipt of despatch.
Subroutine ASSIGNNOR (Chart no. 7) ensures that
NOR is only tendered between 0800 hours and 1.600 hours
daily when the jetty office is manned, and also no
typhoon signal is hoisted. The in coming ship is then put
into the queue. If the in coming ship is a Chinese ship,
then it will simply join the end. of the queue. .If the in
coming ship is a non-Chinese ship, then it will be put
behind the last non-chinese ship in the queue but in
front of all other Chinese ships already queued up. This.
is done by a series of IF-THEN-ELSEIF statements in the
subroutine ARRQUEUE (Chart no. 8). The subroutine
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ARRQUEUE provides for a queue of up to 6 ships at a time.
The maximum queue size is only limited by the BASIC
software's ability to handle large array elements. In
this programme, there are quite a number of large arrays
with 365 x 24 elements each. Therefore, unless it is.
absolutely necessary, it would be wise to keep the queue
size down. However, in the future, if the need arises,
the queue size could be extended.
Having settled the incoming ship, if any, into the
queue, the programme then checks if there is any ship in
the queue. If there is no ship in the queue, then the
programme moves on to the next hour or the next day
depending on whether it has moved passed 2400 hours or
not. If there is a ship in the queue, then it will check
if the jetty is occupied by another ship. If the jetty is
occupied, then ships in the queue have tq wait and the
programme moves to the next hour. If the jetty is vacant,
then the programme assign the first ship in the queue to
berth and re-arrange the ships in the queue, i.e. each
ship in the queue will move up one position.
The committed ship will go into the subroutine
UNLOAD (Chart no. 9 and 10) to start the berthing
sequence and to commence unloading coal when tied up. If
the NOR has not already been submitted, then the ship has.
to wait until NOR is accepted by the jetty officials. If
the ship comes in late in 'the year on the last day, then
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there is no possibility of unloading it in the year and
an arbitrary NOR day/time of 365/24 is assigned to mark
the event.
When NOR has been accepted, the ship can proceed..
to the jetty for berthing. Pilot boats and tugs have to
be used to guide and manoeuvre the ship from local Hong
Kong waters to the jetty. This has to be done in day
light between 0600 hours and 1800 hours and under the
right tide condition. Typhoon. interruptions have
complicated the programming somewhat. As soon as a
typhoon situation has developed, depending on which stage
of the unloading the ship is undergoing, it must stop
unloading and make preparation to move out to local
waters and then to open seas to seek shelter. If all is
well and the ship is along side the jetty, then the shore
crew will assist in tying up the ship to, the jetty and
start unloading.
Chart no. 10 begins with a subroutine within the
subroutine. The subroutine BREAKDOWN (Chart no. 11)
compares the current running hour of each unloader with
the respective time to failure to ascertain if a
breakdown has occurred. If the current running hour is
greater than or equal to the time to failure, then the
unloader has failed and it must be taken out of service
and repaired by an emergency crew. This .breakdown is
represented by returning a zero value for the unloader
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capacity for that hour. The time to repair is then used
to mark in the calendar all those hours in the future in
which the unloader is under repair and is not available.
Replacement of unloader wire rope is effected by
resetting the running hours of that unloader to zero and..
generating new times to repair and failure.
The unloader capacities returned from the
subroutine BREAKDOWN are then subjected to further*
modification. When' the cargo holds have just been opened,
the coal is up to the main deck level. It is easier for
the unloader operator to position the grab over the coal
and hence the machine cycle time is shorter and cream
digging rate can be maintained. However, as the level of
coal goes down, the grab has to sink deeper and sometimes
has to be swung to dislodge coal hanging up on the side
wall. This slows down the operation considerably and it
is estimated that this occurs between the unloading of
0.3 to 0.7 of the cargo in the hold. In this case, the
unloader rating is downrated to 0.7 of cream digging
rate. Towards the end of the operation when cleaning up
of the hold is being carried out, the unloading rate will
be degraded further to 0.4 of cream digging rate:
After the total available unloading capacity has
been determined, the subroutine checks if there is'
sufficient coal left in the hold for unloading. If there
is enough coal to occupy the unloader for the hour, then
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the subroutine goes on to the next cycle of unloading. If
the coal left is less than the unloading capacity in the
hour, signifying that unloading has completed. Then the
subroutine registers this completion time for the purpose
of demurrage/despatch calculation. It then checks for day..
light and if alright, unties and releases the ship and
returns control to the main queueing programme.
The main queueing programme then calculates berth
occupancy using subroutine BERTHOCC. This is the time
between committing the ship to berth and releasing it.
The subroutine QUEUETIME then indicates on a calendar
those hours that were occupied by this ship to prevent
other ships from using the berth at the same time. It
also sums up the unloader breakdown hours for reference.
A flag is also set in case there is an arrival since the
committed time for the next subroutine.
Subroutine INSPECT (Chart no. 12) handles the wire
rope inspection after each shipment. The criterion for an
inspection is that there must be sufficient time for wire
rope changing in case the inspection reveals a defect. If
there is a ship waiting to come in or the arrival is due
in a very short time, then the inspection is cancelled so
as not to delay the berthing of the' ship. The general
rule is that, if the unloading of the ship is completed
before 0800 hours, then inspection can be carried out if
the next ship will come .in later than 0800 hours the
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following day. On the other hand, if the unloading finish
time is after 0800 hours, then inspection can only be
carried out if the next ship will come in later than 0800
hours the day after the following day. In the programme
2000 hours is used because no ship can come in after dark..
and there is no point to check further into the night. An
inspection is accomplished by resetting the running hour
to zero and generating new times for failure and repair.
By this time, the programme has completely
unloaded one ship. It then sets the clock back to the
time when the ship was assigned to berth and continue the
queueing loop for the rest of the year.
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When all the ships have arrived, and the clock has
come to the end of the calendar, subroutine DOUTPUT
calculates the day by day change in coal stock levels and
the demurrage/despatch for each ship. A printout giving
the day by day events for the year and a summary table
for the vital statistics are produced in addition to a
data file output. An example of such a printout is shown
in Appendix 2 together with the input printouts. Appendix
1 gives the listing of the programme. A list of variables
used and their descriptions is shown in Appendix 3.
At the end of the programme listing, there are two
subprograms for event generation. One of them is GAUSS
using a normal distribution. The other is NEGEXP using a
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negative exponential distribution. NEGEXP is built in to
the programme for future addition of variables which may





In the design and evaluation of simulation
experiments, the length of simulation runs is important.
In our case, each simulation run involves running the
programme for a complete cycle of 365 days which involves
8760 time segments. Each run will generate one set of
output data for a particular year using a planned
shipping schedule and a set of unloader criteria. Our
main concern is the net payout of demurrage/despatch at
the end of the year. To determine the number of
iterations required to generate data which are
representative, a simple graphical approach is adopted.
The input data for the year 1987 was fed into the
computer and the number of iterations set to 3200, i.e.
repeating the year 1987 for 3200 times. The retults are
graphed in figures 1 to 4. By inspection, figure 4 shows
that the net payout converges after 1600 runs.
Another approach would be to consider the outcomes
of the simulation as a sampling process and then estimate
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the number of samples required to achieve a- certain
accuracy. For example, after 3200 iterations, the mean
net payout is -US$63637 and the standard deviation is
33263. If we want to be 99% confident that the accuracy
will be within 1%, then the following equation can be
used to find n, the number of iterations,
n= (2.58 x 33263./ 636) 2
= 18618
The figure 1600 was chosen since this point was on a
reasonable level part of the curve.
The value of a despatch of US$63637 for 1987 was
compared with the actual figure and was said to be within
10%. The actual figure could not be disclosed due to
commercial reasons. The actual value may not be too
meaningful because 1987 was an exceptionally good year
with virtually no typhoon interruption at all.
Another point worth mentioning is that the average
number of typhoon hours in the year generated was 283
hours after 3200 iterations and was within 4% of the-
Royal Observatory's average of 295 hours.
For the production model', all printouts were
suppressed and results were output to data files. A short
BASIC programme was written to control the iteration
process as well as to input data files to cater for
different coal schedules for different years.
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There are two major series of input data. One
series involves the use of two unloaders and the other
series involves the use of three unloaders, the third one
being an additional new unloader similar to the existing
ones. Each set has two versions, the first version..
assumes that the Chinese coal contract will continue to
leave out the demurrage/despatch clause. The other
version assumes that all vessels can incur demurrage and
despatch.
Each data set requires approximately 17 to 18
hours run time on an IBM PCAT with 6 MHz 80286 processor
augmented by a 80287 Maths Co-processor in order to
achieve 1600 iterations. For the first version, 10 data
sets from 1987 to 1996 were used for the two unloader
series and 8 data sets from 1989 to 1996 were used for
the three unloade-r series. Due to time limitation when
running the second version, only 4 data sets from each
series, i.e. for the years 1990, 1992, 1994 and 1996,
were completed. Subsequently, simulations for two more
years, i.e. 1998 and 2000, were run for each condition.
The output files from each data set were loaded
into a spreadsheet software for the calculation of mean




The results were tabulated in Tables 4 to 7, and
presented as graphs in Figures 6 to 9. Figure 6 shows the
net demurrage minus despatch under different scenarios. A
positive value on the Y axis indicates a net payment of
demurrage whereas a negative value on the Y axis
indicates a net income of despatch. It can be seen that
if the present contract arrangement with China remains
..unchanged for the future., HEC will not incur net payment
of demurrage before the year 1997, even with a two
unloader configuration on the jetty. If three unloaders
are used, while keeping the same contract terms, there
will be a net income of despatch in the range US$200,000
to US250,000 per year up to the year 2000, which may look
very impressive at first sight. However, the cost of a
new unloader is likely to be in the order of
US$4,000,000. The company's expected return on asset is
13.5% which is regulated by the Government's Scheme of
Control. The expected return on US$4 million will be
US$540,000 per annum. Without the need of going into
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discounted cash flow calculations, it is clear that the
returns do not justify an investment into buying a new
unloader before the year 2000.
The effect of changing the contract terms so that
ships from China will also be liable for demurrage or
despatch could also be seen on Figure 5. For the Two
unloader situation, the change in contract terms
increases the chance of incurring demurrage and brings
forward the start date for net payment of demurrage from
1997 to 1993. On the contrary, change of contract terms
will have an opposite effect for the three unloader
situation. An increase in earning is expected. This is
probably due to the fact that the higher unloading rate
• 4
make it possible to reduce waiting time and turn around
time.
Apart from the financial aspect of terminal
operations, the unloading facilities must be capable of
supplying fuel to the station without prolonged
interruptions. Table 8 shows the average number of days
per year that a stock out situation will occur. It could
be seen that the probabilities of a stock out -for both
unloader configurations are extremely low. Under the
worst situation, the company still have its heavy oil
reserves to fall back on. Furthermore, the situation can
be improved by better coordination of shipping schedules
and prompt corrective actions when the stock has been
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depleted to a certain predetermined level.
.Figures 7, 8 and 9 give additional statistics
relating to the change in the berth occupancy rates,
queue lengths and waiting time per ship.
From the above analysis, we can conclude that if
the present contract terms with China remain unchanged,
then there will be no requirement for the third unloader
before the year 1997. If the contract terms with China
will be changed to include demurrage or despatch,-then an
appraisal should be made in the year 1993 to look into
the installation of the third unloader. If the decision
is to install the third unloader before 1993 for reasons
beyond the scope of this study, then the contract terms
with China should be changed, to include demurrage and
despatch to maximize the income of net despatch so as to
take advantage of the increased capacity.
There are provisions in the programme for future
development regarding the study of the impact of reduced
storage area as a result of future construction work for
Unit 7 and Unit 8 beyond 1996 which will inevitably eat
up space, and the possible implementation of the coal
silo scheme.
It is also possible to test the model for the
effect of installing a completely new type of unloader
31
called continuous unloader by varying the unloading
capacity and the breakdown rate to cater for the
uncertainty inherent with a new generation of machines.
Another possible area of study could be in the
utilization of mobile equipment in the reclaim process in
which double handled coal is reclaimed from the coal yard
and fed to the coal bunkers.
Furthermore, additional work may also entail
changing the category of vessels used and thus reducing
the number of ships required to be unloaded per year.
This may have profound effects on the berth occupancy and




A model for the operation of a marine terminal has
been developed. The result of the computer simulation
indicates that the existing two unloaders on the jetty
could cater for the future work load up to the year 1997
provided that existing contract terms with China
regarding despatch and demurrage remain unchanged.
Furthermore, the model could be further developed to take
into account additional variables which may have
important implications on the whole fuel handling system.
TABLE 1
COAL CONSUMPTION FORECAST (METRIC TONNES)



























































































































































































































































WIRE ROPE HOURS TO FAILURE
UNLOADER NO. 2




































































































Demurrage- Despatch in US$
!no demurrage for Chinese !demurrage for all ships



















































no demurrage for Chinese !demurrage for all ships



















































Queue Length (no. of ships)
I no demurrage for Chinese .'demurrage for all ships



















































!no demurrage for Chinese !demurrage for all ships


















































Stockout (no. of days)
!no demurrage for Chinese !demurrage for all ships
i i






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SEGMENTDATA THE DUTPUT PROCESSSCHEDULE
THE QUEUEING PROCESS
DETAIL(INCLUDES SUBROUTINES
PRINTDUT(MAIN PROGRAM SEGMENT BERTHOC, QUEUETIME








































AVG WAX QUEUE VS NO. OF ITERATIONS
I i j i i i i i i•

























AVG WAITING TIME VS NO. OF ITERATIONS
1 1 J 1| I| I I I I I I i I I


























NET PAYOUT VS NO. OF ITERATIONS
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REM CALCULATE TOTAL NUMBEROF DELIVERIES
NNTOT= 0
FOR NSN= 1 TO NS
NNTOT= NNTOT+ ND(NSN)
NEXT NSN
REM GENERATE COAL CONSUMPTIONF16URES
60SUB COALCON
REM DERIVE ACTUAL ARRIVAL DAYS
PRINT DERIVE ACTUAL ARRIVAL DAYS
FOR NSN= 1 TO NS
PRINT
NDN= ND(NSN)




IF IAAD(NSN,NDO1)= 0 THEN GOT0 100
IF IAAD(NSN,NDOI) 365 THEN 60TO 100
NEXT ND01
NEXT NSN
REM SCHEDULE INTO ARRIVAL DAYS AND HOUR!
PRINT
PRINT PUT INTO ARR DAYS AND HOURS
FOR NSN= I TO NS
PRINT.
NDN= ND(NSN)













REM PUT ARRIVALS INTO NUMBERSCHEDULE
NN= 1
PRINT
PRINT PUT INTO NUMBER SCHEDULE
FOR N= 1 TO 365
FOR IH= 1 TO 24














REM INPUT COAL CONSUMPTIONPATTERN









INPUT NAME OF DATA FILE TO BE USED (DEFAULT MTSDATA.DAT)', FILET
IF LEFT$(FILE$,1) OR LEFTS(FILE$,1) THEN FILES= MTSDATA.DAT: 60TO 10
PRINT FILES
REM OPEN INPUT FILE
10 PRINT READING FROM DISK FILE-- DO NOT INTERRUPT'









REM NUMBER OF SOURCE= NS AND NUMBER OF DELIVERIES= ND FROM SOURCE NSN
REM INPUT NUMBEROF DELIVERIES FROM EACH SOURCE
FOR NSN= 1 TO NS
INPUT II, ND(NSN)
NEXT NSN
FOR NSN= 1 TO NS
INSD= ND(NSN)
IF INSD= 0 THEN GOTO 300
REM INPUT PLANNED ARRIVAL DAYS OF EACH DEL FOR THE SOURCE
FOR ND01= 1 TO INSD
INPUT 11, I PAD(NSN,ND01)
NEXT ND01
REM INPUT CATEGORYOF EACH DEL FOR THE SOURCE
FOR ND01= 1 TO INSD
INPUT II, NCAT(NSN, ND01)
NEXT ND01
NEXT NSN300
REM INPUT DELAYS AND STANDARDDEVIATIONS FOR EACH SOURCE
FOR NSN= 1 TO NS
INPUT »1, PAETA(NSN),PASD(NSN)
NEXT NSN
REM INPUT CRITERIA FOR EACH CLASS OF VESSELS




IF RUNN= 0 THEN GOSUB TIDE ELSE PRINT TIDE DATA ALREADY LOADED'
PRINT DISK ACCESS COMPLETED
RETURN
COALCON:
PRINT GENERATING CONSUMPTION FIGURES
PRINT




CC(NSAT)= (CSN(IN) I CSSAT) (CSSAT+ CSSUN+ 5)
CC(NSUN)= (CSN(IN) I CSSUN) (CSSAT+ CSSUN+ 5)
AVLD= CSH(IN) (CSSUN+ CSSAT+ 5)
FOR N= 1 TO 5
NX= (IN- 1) I 7+ N






FOR N= I TO 365







PRINT LOADING TIDE DATA FROM DISK
OPEN I,12,TIDEDATA.DAT
FOR N= 1 TO 365
FOR IH= 1 TO 24






PRINT GENERATING TYPHOON DATA
ANXX= 7
STDNXX= 2
CALL GAUSS (STDNXX, ANXX, X)
NXX= INT(X)
IF NXX 0 OR NXX 12 THEN GOTO 200
FOR N= 1 TO NXX
AMID= 105
STDMID= 75
CALL GAUSS (STDMID, AMID, D)
ND= INT(D)
IF ND 240 OR ND( 0 THEN GOTO 210
NDD(N)= ND+ 120
IF NDD(N) 330 THEN
ADUR= 0.07: SDUR= 0.03
ELSEIF NDD(N) 300 THEN
ADUR= 0.47: SDUR= 0.26
ELSEIF NDD(N) 270 THEN
ADUR= 2.07: SDUR= 1.03
ELSEIF NOD(N) 240 THEN
ADUR= 2.93: SDUR= 1.47
ELSEIF NDD(N) 210 THEN
ADUR= 2.33: SDUR= 1.66
ELSEIF NDD(N) 180 THEN
ADUR= 2.53: SDUR= 1.26
ELSEIF NDD(N) 150 THEN
ADUR= 1.30: SDUR= 0.65
ELSE ADUR= 0.60: SDUR= 0.30
END IF
CALL GAUSS (SDUR, ADUR,DUR)
DUR(N)= I NT(DUR I 24)
IF DUR(N)= 0 THEN GOTO 220
NEXT N














IF J= DUR(N) THEN GOTO 250
IH1= IH1+ 1







FOR N= 120 TO 365
FOR IH= 1 TO 24
IF IT(N,IH)= 3 THEN L= L+ 1
NEXT IH
NEXT N
PRINT 'NUMBER OF TYPHOONS=, NXX






INPUT PRINTER READY? (YN) Y$








































IF INSN= 0 THEN LPRINT USING
FOR ND01= 1 TO INSN







LPRINT TOTAL NUMBER OF DELIVERIES PLANNED. NNTOT




LPRINT COAL DEMURRAGE DESPATCH CONTRACT
LPRINT CATEGORY CARRIED RATE RATE NO. OF HOURS
LPRINT (US$HOUR) (USSHOUR) TO UNLOAD
LPRINT
FOR NVT= 1 TO NVTOT
LPRINT USING »t; NVT;
LPRINT USING iltliit ;ATE(NVT);




LPRINT NO. OF HOURS TO TRAVEL FROM LOCAL HATERS TO TYPHOON SHELTER NHRET
LPRINT NO. OF HOURS TO TRAVEL FROM LOCAL HATERS TO JETTY' ,,ITBER




LPRINT CREAM UNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADER NO. 1IULA,TONNESHOUR
LPRINT CREAM UNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADER NO. 2,IULB,TONNESHOUR
LPRINT CREAM UNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADER NO. 3,IULC,TONNESHOUR
LPRINT MEAN TIME TO FAILURE OF UNLOADER NO. 1,AMTTFA,RUNNING HOURS
LPRINT MEAN TIME TO FAILURE OF UNLOADER NO. 2,AHTTFB,RUNNING HOURS
LPRINT MEAN TIME TO FAILURE OF UNLOADER NO. 3,AMTTFC,RUNNING HOURS
LPRINT STD.DEV. OF HTTF FOR UNLOADER NO. 1, FDEVA,
LPRINT STD.DEV. OF MTTF FOR UNLOADER NO. 2, FDEVB
LPRINT STD.DEV. OF MTTF FOR UNLOADER NO. 3, FDEVC.
LPRINT MEAN TIME TO REPAIR OF UNLOADER NO. 1,AMTTRA,H0RKIN6 HOURS
LPRINT MEAN TIME TO REPAIR OF UNLOADER NO. 2,AMTTRB,HORKING HOURS
LPRINT MEAN TIME TO REPAIR OF UNLOADER NO. 3,AMTTRC,HORKING HOURS
LPRINT STD.DEV OF MTTR FOR UNLOADER NO. 1,REPDEVA
LPRINT STD.DEV OF MTTR FOR UNLOADER NO. 2,REPDEVB




LPRINT PLANNED COAL CONSUMPTION,
LPRINT USING «»•;CCTOT,
LPRINT SPC(2);TONNES
LPRINT ACTUAL COAL CONSUMPTION
LPRINT USING »»»«;TESTTOT,
LPRINT SPC(2);TONNES































DIM NQ1(365,24),NQ2(365,24), NQ3(365,24),NQ4(365,24), NQ5(365,24),NQ6(365,24
DIM IA0UT(365,24),IBOUT(365,24),IC0UT(365,24)
GOSUBINITUNLOADER
REM START OF QUEUING
PRINT QUEUEING STARTED'
FOR NDUH= 1 TO 365
PRINT V;
FOR IHDUM= 1 TO 24
N= NDUH
IH= IHDUM
REM IF THERE IS AN ARRIVAL?






REM CHECK IF ANY SHIP IN THE QUEUE
IF NQ1(N,IH)= 0 THEN GOTO 440
REM CHECK IF BERTH OCCUPIED OR DESIGNATED TO A SHIP
IF NSHIP(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 435















REM GO TO BERTHING AND UNLOADING PROGRAM
GOSUBUNLOAD
REM ALLOCATE BERTH OCCUPANCYHOURS
GOSUBBERTHOCC
REM ALLOCATE DESI6NATE SHIP QUEUE HOURS AND DEFECT HOURS
GOSUBQUEUETIME
REM INSPECTION OF UNLOADING EQUIPMENT AFTER SHIPMENT
GOSUBINSPECT
REM CARRY QUEUE TO NEXT HOUR
NNXT= NDUM
IHNXT= IHDUM +1
IF IHNXT= 24 THEN GOTO 438
IHNXT= IHNXT- 24
NNXT= NNXT+ 1












REM GO TO OUTPUT SUBROUTINE
GOSUBDOUTPUT
RUNN= RUNN+ 1






CALL GAUSS (REPDEVA, AMTTRA, VTTRA)
IF VTTRA 0 THEN GOTO 20
CALL GAUSS (FDEVA, AHTTFA, VTTFA)
IF VTTFA 0 THEN GOTO 30
TTRA= VTTRA
TTFA= VTTFA
REM LPR1NT INIT TTFA; TTFA
REM LPRINT INIT TTRA; TTRA
40
50
CALL GAUSS (REPDEVB, AHTTRB, VTTRB)
IF VTTRB 0 THEN GOTO 40
CALL GAUSS (FDEVB, AMTTFB, VTTFB)
IF VTTFB 0 THEN GOTO 50
T1RB= VTTRB
TTFB= VTTFB
REM LPRINT 'INIT TTFB; TTFB
REM LPRINT INIT TTRB; TTRB
60 CALL GAUSS (REPDEVC, AHTTRC, VTTRC)
70
IF VTTRC( 0 THEN GOTO 60
CALL GAUSS (FDEVC, AMTTFC, VTTFC)
IF VTTFC( 0 THEN GOTO 70
TTRC= VTTRC
TTFC= VTTFC
REM LPRINT 1NIT TTFC; TTFC
REM LPRINT INIT TTRB; TTRB
RANDOMIZE TIMER
IRUNA= INT(RND TTFA
IRUNB= INT(RND I TTFB
IRUNC= INT(RND t TTFC













IF NQ1(N,IH)= 0 THEN
NQ1(N,IH)= NAASIN,IH)
ELSEIF ISQ1= 1 AND ISQ 1 THEN
TEMP=NQ6(N,IH):NQ6(N,IH)=NQ5(N,IH):NQ5(N,IH)=NQ4(N,IH):NQ4(N,IH)=NQ3(N,IH):_
NQ3(N,IH)=NQ2(N,IH):NQ2(N,IH)=NQ1(N,IH):NQ1(N,IH)=NAAS(N,IH)
ELSEIF NQ2(N,IH)= 0 THEN
N02(N,IH)= NAASIN,IH)
ELSEIF ISQ2= 1 AND ISQ 1 THEN
TEMP=NQ6(N,IH):NQ6(N,IH)=NQ5(N,IH):NQ5(N,IH)=NQ4(N,IH):NQ4(N,IH)=NQ3(N,IH):_
NQ3(N,IH)=NQ2(N,IH):NQ2(N,IH)=NAAS(N,IH)
ELSEIF NQ3(N,IH)= 0 THEN
NQ3(N,IH)= NAASIN,IH)
ELSEIF ISQ3= i AND ISQ 1 THEN
TEMP=NQ6(N,IH):NQ6(N,1H)=NQ5(N,IH):NQ5(N,IH)=NQ4(N,IH):NQ4(N,IH)=NQ3(N,IH):_
NQ3(N,IH)=NAAS(N,IH)
ELSEIF NQ4(N,IH)= 0 THEN
NQ4(N,IH)= NAASIN,IH)
ELSEIF ISQ4= 1 AND ISQ 1 THEN
TEMP=NQ6(N,IH):NQ6(N,IH)=NQ5(N,IH):NQ5(N,IH)=NQ4(N,IH):NQ4(N,IH)=NAAS(N,IH)
ELSEIF NQ5(N,IH)= 0 THEN
NQ5(N,IH)= NAASIN,IH)
ELSEIF ISQ5= 1 AND ISQ 1 THEN
TEMP=NQ6(N,IH):NQ6(N,IH)=NQ5(N,IH):NQ5(N,1H)=NAAS(N,IH)
ELSEIF NQ6(N,IH)= 0 THEN
NQ6(N,IH)= NAASIN,IH)
ELSEIF ISQ6= 1 AND ISQ 1 THEN
TEHP=NQ6(N,IH):NQ6(N,IH)=NAAS(N,1H)
ELSE LPRINT QUEUE OVERFLOW: BEEP: BEEP :END
END IF









REM CHECK IF NOR SUBMITTED
IF NORN(NN)= 365 AND NORH(NN)= 24 THEN NDC(NN)= 365: NHC(NN)= 24:_
NDV(NN)= 365: NHV(NN)= 24: NDVV(NN)= 365: NHVV(NN)= 24: RETURN
IF NI24+ IH= NORN(NN)124+ NORH(NN) THEN GOTO 4BO
IH= IH+ 1




REM CHECK IF TYPHOONCONDITION SATISFIED
IF IT(N,IH)= 0 THEN GOTO 560
REM TYPHOON, SHIP MOVE OUT TO OPEN SEA
IK= 0
REH LPRINT N;; IH; TYPHOON OUT TO OPEN SEA; IK
IK= 1
IH= IH+ 1
IF IH= 24 THEN GOTO 530
IH= IH- 24
N= N f 1
GOTO 510
IF N 365 THEN GOTO 800
REM CONTIUE CHECKING FOR TYPHOON
IF IT(N,IH)= 0 THEN GOTO 540
IF IK NHRET THEN IK= IK+ 1
IH= IH+ 1
REM LPRINT N;; IH; TYPHOON WAIT IN OPEN SEA; IK
GOTO 510
REM TYPHOONSIGNAL LOWEREDRETURN FROM SEA
REM LPRINT N;; IH; SIGNAL LOWERED RETURN START; IK
IH= IH+ IK




IF N 365 THEN GOTO 800
REM LPRINT N;; IH; RETURNED TO LOCAL WATERS
GOTO 560•
IH= IH +1
IF IH= 24 THEN GOTO 558
IH= IH- 24
N= N t 1
GOTO 557
IF N 365 THEN GOTO 800
















IF NNN- 365 0 THEN GOTO BOO
IF I TIDE (NNN, IHHH) 1 THEN GOTO 555
IF IHHH 6 THEN GOTO 555
IF IHHH IB THEN GOTO 555
REM CONDITION OK PROCEEDTO BERTH








IF N 365 THEN GOTO 800
REM CHECK TYPHOONAGAIN
IF IT(N,IH)= 0 AND IB= ITBER THEN GOTO 620
IF IT(N,IH)= 0 AND IB ITBER THEN GOTO 580
REM CHECK IF VESSEL REACHEDJETTY
IF IB= ITBER THEN GOTO 585
REM VESSEL HAS NOT REACHEDJETTY SEND IT AWAY
REM LPRINT N; IH; TYPHOON VESSEL HLF HAY TO JETTY
IH= IH+ IB
IF IH= 24 THEN GOTO 582
IH= IH -24
N= N+ 1
IF N 365 THEN GOTO 800
GOTO 500
REM TYPHOONHOISTED CHECK IF VESSEL TIED UP
IF NTU 0 GOTO 615
REM TYPHOONVESSEL NOT TIED UP TO BE TOHED OUT
IF IH 6 THEN GOTO 598
IF IH 18 THEN GOTO 598
REM LPRINT N;; IH; CONDITION OK TOH OUT
IH= IH+ ITBER
IF IH= 24 THEN GOTO 590
N= N+ 1
IH= IH- 24
IF N 365 THEN GOTO 800
GOTO 500
REM LPRINT N;; IH; DAY LIGHT NOT OK HAIT FOR 1 HR
IH= IH+ 1
IF IH= 24 THEN GOTO 610
N= N+ 1
IH= IH -24
IF N 365 THEN GOTO 800
GOTO 575















REM CHECK IF VESSEL TIED UP
IF NTU= NHBTH THEN GOTO 630





REM USE DIFF UNLOADING RATE FOR DIFF STAGES OF UNLOADING
IF CCU 0.3tATE(NVT) THEN_
IULAAA= IULAA: IULBBB= IULBB: IULCCC= IULCC: GOTO 635
IF CCU= 0.3tATE(NVT) AND CCU= 0.7IATE(NVT) THEN_
IULAAA= 0.7IIULAA: IULBBB= 0.7IULBB: IULCCC= 0.7IIULCC: GOTO 635
IULAAA= 0.4IULAA: ILBBB= 0.4IIULBB: IULCCC= 0.4IIULCC
IULDR= IULAAA+ IULBBB+ IULCCC
IF (ATE(NVT)-CCU-IULDR) 0 THEN GOTO 640
CU(N)= IULDR+ CU(N)
CCU= CCU+ IULDR
REM LPRINT N; IH; UNLOADED FOR 1 HOUR;SHIP; NN;COAL UNLOADED CUM;_
CCU; COAL UNLOADED DAY;CU(N)
GOTO 650
CU(N)= ATE(NVT)- CCU+ CU(N)
CCU= ATE(NVT)
REH LPRINT N;; IH; UNLOADING FINISHED; CCU; CU(N)
NUH= NUH+ 1
REM CHECK UNLOADING FINISHED
IF ATE(NVT) CCU THEN GOTO 600
NDVV(NN)= N
NHVV(NN)= IH
IF IH 6 THEN GOTO 900
IF IH 18 THEN GOTO 900
IH= IH+ NTU
IF IH= 24 THEN GOTO 660
IH= IH- 24
N= N+ 1













REM LPRINT N;; IH; DAYLIGHT NOT OK WAIT
IH= IH f 1
IF IH= 24 THEN GOTO 910
IH= IH- 24
N= N+ 1














REH ALLOCATE MAINTENANCE DOWNTIME FOR UNLOADERA
IF IRUNA= TTFA THEN GOTO 1010






IBH= IH+ TTRA- 1
IBN= N












IF ND1 0 ND2 THEN GOTO 1045




1045 FOR MM= NDi TO ND2
IF MM- N 0 THEN GOTO 1050




1050 IF IBN- MM= 0 THEN GOTO 1060









REM TO REGEN TTR AND TTF DATA HERE
CALL GAUSS (REPDEVA, AMTTRA, VTTRA)
IF VTTRA 0 THEN GOTO 1075
CALL GAUSS (FDEVA, AMTTFA, VTTFA)









'DAY} N; 'HOUR' IH
GOTO 1200
UNLOADER A UNDER REPAIR;_
REM SAME FOR UNLOADERB
REM ALLOCATE MAINTENANCEDOWNTIME FOR UNLOADERE
IF 1RUNB= TTFB THEN GOTO 2010




IBH= IH+ TTRB- 1
IBN= N











IF ND1 ND2 THEN GOTO 2045




FOR MM= ND1 TO ND2
IF MM- N 0 THEN GOTO 2050




IF IBN- MM= 0 THEN GOTO 2060








REM TO REGEN TTR AND TTF DATA HERE
CALL GAUSS (REPDEVB, AMTTRB, VTTRB)
IF VTTRB 0 THEN GOTO 2075
CALL GAUSS (FDEVB, AMTTFB, VTTFB)
IF VTTFB 0 THEN GOTO 2077
TTRB= VTTRB
TTFB= VTTFB




DAY N; HOUR'; IH
GOTO 2200













2200 REM SAME FOR UNLOADERC
IF IULC= 0 THEN GOTO 4000
REM ALLOCATE MAINTENANCEDOWNTIME FOR UNLOADERC
IF IRUNC= TTFC THEN GOTO 3010







IBH= IH+ TTRC- 1
IBN= N











IF ND1 0 ND2 THEN GOTO 3045





FOR HH= ND1 TO ND2
IF MM- N 0 THEN GOTO 3050




3050 IF IBN- MM= 0 THEN GOTO 3060











REM TO REGEN TTR AND TTF DATA HERE
CALL GAUSS (REPDEVC, AMTTRC, VTTRC)
IF VTTRC 0 THEN GOTO 3075
CALL GAUSS (FDEVC, AMTTFC, VTTFC)




REM RESET RUNNING HOURS TO ZERO
IRUNC= 0
IULCC= 0
REM LPRINT UNLOADER C UNDER REPAIR;
DAY N; HOUR; IH
60T0 4000










FOR N= NDI TO ND2
IF N- NDC(NN) 0 THEN GOTO 425




IF NDV(NN)- N= 0 THEN GOTO 427










REM ALLOCATE DESIGNATED SHIP QUEUE HOURS AND DEFECT HOURS






FOR N= NDI TO ND2
IF N- NDB(NN) 0 THEN GOTO 455
FOR IH= ND3 TO 24
IF IA0UT(N,1H) 0 THEN DEFECTA(NN)= DEFECTA(NN)+ 1
IF IBOUT(N,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTB(NN)= DEFECTB(NN) 1
IF ICOUT(N,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTC(NN)= DEFECTC(NN)+ 1
IF IT(N,IH) 0 THEN TYPHOON(NN)= TYPHOON(NN) 1
IF IH= ND3 THEN GOTO 454




IF NDV(NN)- N= 0 THEN GOTO 457
FOR IH= 1 TO 24
IF IAOUTIN,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTA(NN)= DEFECTA(NN) 1
IF I BOUTIN,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTB(NN)= DEFECTB(NN) 1
IF ICOUT(N,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTC(NN)= DEFECTC(NN) 1
IF I TIN,IH) 0 THEN TYPHOON(NN)= TYPHOON(NN)+ 1









FOR IH= 1 TO ND4
IF IAOUT(N,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTA(NN)= DEFECTA(NN)+ 1
IF IBOUT(N,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTB(NN)= DEFECTB(NN)+ 1
IF ICOUT(N,IH) 0 THEN DEFECTC(NN)= DEFECTC(NN)+ 1
IF IT(N,IH) 0 THEN TYPHOON(NN)= TYPHOON(NN)+ 1
















REM REGISTER WAITING TIME
IWAIT(NN)= (NDC(NN)124+ NHC(NN))- (N0RN(NN)I24+ NORH(NN




IF N01(NDB(NN),NHB(NN)) 0 THEN: RETURN
IF ARRFLAG= 1 THEN: RETURN
IF NHV(NN)= B THEN NNDV= NDV(NN) ELSE NNDV= NDV(NN)+ 1
IF NNDV 365 THEN NNDV= 365
IF NDV(NN) NNDV THEN GOTO 5120
N= NDV(NN)
FOR IH= NHV(NN) TO 20
IF NAAS(N.IH) 0 THEN RETURN
NEXT IH
GOTO 5150
FOR N= NDV(NN) TO NNDV
IF N NDV(NN) THEN GOTO 5130
FOR IH= NHV(NN) TO 24
IF NAAS(N.IH) 0 THEN RETURN
NEXT IH
GOTO 5140
FOR IH= 1 TO 20
IF NAAS(N.IH) 0 THEN RETURN
NEXT IH
NEXT N
IF IRUNA 0.9ITTFA THEN GOTO 5180
CALL GAUSS (FDEVA,AMTTFA,VTTFA)
IF VTTFA 0 THEN GOTO 5160
TTFA= VTTFA
IRUNA= 0
IF IRUNB 0.91TTFB THEN GOTO 5200
CALL GAUSS (FDEVB,AMTTFB,VTTFB)
IF VTTFB 0 THEN GOTO 5190
TTFB= VTTFB
IRUNB= 0
IF 1RUNC 0.9ITTFC THEN GOTO 5230
CALL GAUSS (FDEVC,AMTTFC,VTTFC)





REM CALCULATE COAL STOCK
CDH= 0: CSO= 0: CS1= 0: CS2= 0: CS3= 0: CS4= 0
CS5= 0: CS6= 0




CS(1)= CSLI+ CU(1)- CC(1)
FOR N= 2 TO 365
NP= N-l
CS(N)= CS(NP)+ CU(N)- CC(N)
IF CS(N) 0 THEN CS(N)= 0: CC(N)= CS(NP) CU(N)
CUT= CUT+ CU(N)
CCT= CCT+ CC(N)
IF CS(N)= 0 THEN CSO= CSO+ 1
IF CS(N) 50000 THEN CS1= CS1+ 1
IF CS(N) 100000 THEN CS2= CS2+ 1
IF CS(N) 150000 THEN CS3= CS3+ 1
IF CS(N) 200000 THEN CS4= CS4+ 1
IF CS(N) 299000 THEN CSS= CSS+ 1
IF CS(N) 456000 THEN CS6= CS6+ 1
IF CU(N)=( CC(N) THEN GOTO 5030






FOR NN= 1 TO NNTOT
NVT= ISCAT(NN)
IBOC= IBOC+ NHV(NN)- NHC(NN)+ (NDV(NN)- NDC(NN)) t 24
REM CHINESE COAL SHIPS HAVE NO DEMDES
IF I SOURCE(NN)= 1 THEN GOTO 5050
IF NORN(NN)= 0 OR NDC(NN)= 0 THEN GOTO 5050
IF NDVV(NN)= 365 AND NHVV(NN)= 24 THEN GOTO 5050
IAAA= ICHUL(NVT)-(NHVV(NN)-N0RH(NN)+(NDVV(NN)-N0RN(NN))t24-TYPH00N(NN))
IF IAAA= 0 THEN GOTO 5050
IF IAAA 0 THEN GOTO 5040











BOC= IBOC I 100.0 (365 I 24)
DMD= DMT- DST•
BEEP: PRINT
PRINT PRINTER READY? (YN): INPUT X$












LPRIHT CHRt(27); Q ;CHR$(137);
INPUT WANT TO BYPASS THE 365 DAYS PRINTOUT? (YN), ZZ$
IF ZZ$= Y THEN GOTO 8890
IF ZZ$ 0 N THEN GOTO 8887
LPRINT 'DAY',, TYPHOON+ UNLOADER OUTAGE BERTH,MAXIHUN,'COAL','COAL,STOCK1



















FOR N= 1 TO 365
NQMAX= 0
TY$=»
FOR IH= 1 TO 24
IF NQ1(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 6020
NQQQ= 0
GOTO 6070
IF NQ2(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 6030
NQQQ= 1
GOTO 6070
IF NQ3(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 6040
NQQQ= 2
GOTO 6070
IF NQ4(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 6050
NQQQ= 3
GOTO 6070
IF NQ5(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 6060
NQQQ= 4
GOTO 6070




IF NQMAX NQQQ THEN GOTO 6080
NQMAX= NQQQ
NEXT IH




IF NB1 0 THEN 60T0 6110
IF NB2 0 THEN GOTO 6150
ISD= 0
GOTO 6150
IF NB2= 0 THEN GOTO 6150






ADOWN= 0: BDOWN= 0: CDOHN= 0
REM ARRANGEPRINT SEQUENCEOF UNLOADING VESSELS
FOR IH« 1 TO 24
IF NB(N,IH) =0 THEN GOTO
IF ISD) 0 I HEN GOTO 6250











IF BIN,IH)= NB1 THEN GOTO 6205
NB2= NB(N.IH)
GOTO 6290
IF (NB1 +NB2) 0 THEN GOTO 6270
NB2= NB(N,IH)
GOTO 6290
IF NB(N,IH)= NB2 THEN GOTO 6260
GOTO 6205
IF NAAS(N,IH)= 0 THEN GOTO 6310
IARR(I)= HAAS(N,IH)
I= HI






A= STR$(IARR(l)): B= STR$(IARR(2))
C$= STR$(IARR(3)): D= ST.R(IARR(4))
E= STRS(IARR(5))
LENA= LEN(A): LENB= LEN(B$): LENC= LEN(C)
LEND= LEN(DS): LENE= LEN(E$)
IF LENA= 2 THEN PA= ELSE PA='
IF VAL{A$)= 0 THEN A=: PA=
IF LENB= 2 THEN PB= ELSE PB=
IF VAL(B)= 0 THEN B=: PB=
IF LENC= 2 THEN PC= ELSE PC=''
IF VAL(C)= 0 THEN C=: PC='
IF LEND= 2 THEN PD= ELSE PD='
IF VALID)= 0 THEN D=: PD='
IF LENE= 2 THEN PE= ELSE PE=•
IF VAL(E)= 0 THEN E=: PE=
ARRIVAL= PA+ A+ PB+ B+ PC+ C+ PD+ D+ PE+ E
F= STR(NB1): G= STR(NB2)
LENF= LEN(F): LENG= LEN(6)
IF LENF= 2 THEN PF= ELSE PF=
IF VAL(F)= 0 THEN F=: PF=
IF LENG= 2 THEN PG= ELSE PG=
IF VAL(6)= 0 THEN G=: PG=
BERTH= PF+ F PG+ G
IF TY= T THEN T= TY ELSE T='
IF NQMAX=0 THEN Q=' ELSE Q= STR(NQHAX)
N= STR(N): LENN= LENIN)
NO= SPACE(4- LENN)+ N
IF ADOHN= 0 THEN DA= ELSE DA= STR(ADOWN)
IF BOOWN= 0 THEN DB= ELSE DB= STR(BDOHN)
IF DOWN= 0 THEN DC= ELSE DC= STR(CDOWN.)
DAA= SPACE(4- LEN(DA))+ DA
DBB= SPACE(4- LEN(DB))+ DB
DCC= SPACE(4- LEN(DC))+ DC
IF ZZ= Y THEN GOTO BBB9
LPRINT NO; ARRIVAL++ T++ DAA+ DBB DCC, BERTH,'+ Q,
LPRINT USING'!»»»».» ;CU(N);CC(N);CS(N)
NEXT N
IF ZZ= Y THEN GOTO 8890
LPRINT CHR(12);
8BB9

















FOR NN= 1 TO NNTOT
IF NORN(NN) 0 THEN GOTO 6400
LPRINT USING III' ;NN;
LPRINT;
LPRINT USING II ;ISOURCE (NN);
LPRINT
LPRINT USING I ;ISCAT(NN);
LPRINT NOT ARRIVED
GOTO 6440
IF NDC(NN) 0 THEN GOTO 6410
LPRINT USING III ;NN;
LPRINT;
LPRINT USING II ;ISOURCE (NN);
LPRINT;







IF (NDVV(NN)= 365 AND NHVV(NN)= 24) THEN GOTO 6430
LPRINT USING III ;NN;
LPRINT;
LPRINT USING II ;ISOURCE (NN);
LPRINT;





LPRINT USING III; NDC(NN);
LPRINT(;
LPRINT USING II; NHC(NN);
LPRINT),
LPRINT USING III ;NDV(NN);
LPRINT(;
LPRINT USING II; NHV(NN);
LPRINT),
LPRINT USING llll ;DS(NN);DM(NN);
LPRINT USING III ;IWAIT(NN);
IF DEFECTA(NN) 0 THEN LPRINT Dll ;DEFECTA(NN);HRS-;
IF DEFECTB(NN) 0 THEN LPRINT DI2 ;DEFECTB(NN);HRS
IF DEFECTC(NN) 0 THEN LPRINT DI3 ;DEFECTC(NN);HRS
IF TYPHOON(NN) 0 THEN LPRINT T ;TYPHOON(NN);HRS;
LPRINT
GOTO 6440
LPRINT USING III ;NN;
LPRINT;
LPRINT USING II ;ISOURCE (NN);
LPRINT;










LPRINT USING llf IHAIT(NN)
NEXT NN6440
NQMAXhAX= 0
FOR N= 1 TO 365
NOMAX= 0






IF NQ1(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 7020
NQQQ= 0
GOTO 7070
IF NQ2{N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 7030
NQQQ= 1
GOTO 7070
IF NQ3(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 7040
NQQQ= 2
GOTO 7070
IF NQ4(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 7050
NQQQ= 3
GOTO 7070
IF NQ5(N,IH) 0 THEN GOTO 7060
NQQQ= 4
GOTO 7070













LPRINT TOTAL COAL CONSUMED, CCT, TONNE
LPRINT TOTAL COAL DOUBLE HANDLED, CDH, TONNE
LPRINT TOTAL COAL UNLOADED, CUT, TONNE
LPRINT BERTH OCCUPANCY, BOC, T
LPRINT TOTAL DEMURRAGE CHARGE, DMT, «US$
LPRINT TOTAL DESPATCH VALUE, DST, US$
LPRINT NET PAY OUT, DMD, US$
LPRINT HAXIMUH QUEUE LENGTH, NQMAXMAX
LPRINT AVERAGE WAITING TIME, SUMHAITNNTOT, HRSSH1P
LPRINT NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK WENT ABOVE 456000 TONNS ,CS6,DAYS
LPRINT NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK WENT ABOVE 299000 TONNES ,CS5,DAYS
LPRINT NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK FELL BELOW 200000 TONNES ,CS4,DAYS'
LPRINT NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK FELL BELOW 150000 TONNES ,CS3,DAYS
LPRINT NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK FELL BELOW 100000 TONNES ,CS2,DAYS
LPRINT NO. OF DAYS COAL S10CK FELL BELOW 50000 TONNES ,CS1,DAYS
LPRINT NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK OUT ,CSO,DAYS
LPRINT NO. OF HOURS UNLOADER NO. 1 DOWN FOR DEFECT MAINTENANCE,SUMADOWN
LPRINT NO. OF HOURS UNLOADER NO. 2 DOWN FOR DEFECT MAINTENANCE,SUMBDOHN
IPRINT NO. OF HOURS UNLOADER NO. 3 DOWNFOR DEFECT MAINTENANCE,SUHCDOWN








REM ASSIGN NOR DAY AND HOUR
PAD= ISAD(NN)- ILAYTIME(NN)
IF ILAYTI ME(NN)= 0 THEN GOTO 9010




IF I SCAT(NN)= 1 THEN DEADLINE= 4: GOTO 9020
IF I SCAT(NN)= 2 THEN DEADLINE= 9: GOTO 9020





IF NORH(NN) 7 AND NORH(NN) 17 AND IT(NORN(NN),NORH(NN))= 0 THEN RETURN
NORH(NN)= NORH(NN)+ 1






























IF NORH(HN) 7 AND NORH(NN) 17 AND IT(NORN(NN),NORH(NN))= 0 THEN RETURN
NORH(NN)= NORH(NN)+ 1








Appendix 2 Sample Printouts

























































































































































































































































































NO. OF HOURS TO TRAVEL FROM LOCAL WATERSTO TYPHOONSHELTER
NO. OF HOURS TO TRAVEL FROM LOCAL HATERS TO JETTY
NO. OF HOURS TO BERTH AND TIE UP VESSEL
UNLOADERDETAIL
CREAMUNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADERNO. 1
CREAMUNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADERNO. 2
CREAMUNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADERNO. 3
MEAN TIME TO FAILURE OF UNLOADERNO. 1
MEAN TIME TO FAILURE OF UNLOADERNO. 2
MEAN TIME TO FAILURE OF UNLOADERNO. 3
STD.DEV. OF MTTF FOR UNLOADERNO. 1
STD.DEV. OF MTTF FOR UNLOADERNO. 2
STD.DEV. OF MTTF FOR UNLOADERNO. 3
MEAN TIME TO REPAIR OF UNLOADERNO. 1
MEAN TIHE TO REPAIR OF UNLOADERNO. 2
MEAN TIME TO REPAIR OF UNLOADERNO. 3
STD.DEV OF MTTR FOR UNLOADERNO. 1
STD.DEV OF MTTR FOR UNLOADERNO. 2














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dtl 9 HRS T 17 HRS
Dtl 12 HRS Dt2 12 HRS
Dtl 8 HRS
Dtl 11 HRS
Dtl 14 HRS Dt2 12 HRS
Dtl 17 HRS
Dt2 11 HRS
Dt2 12 HRS T 29 HRS
Dtl 10 HRS Dt2 10 HRS
Dtl 11 HRS
Dtl 14 HRS Dt2 16 HRS
Dtl 10 HRS
DI2 7 HRS T 29 HRS
Dt2 7 HRS T 8 HRS
Dtl 10 HRS Dt2 12 HRS
DI2 10 HRS
Dtl 14 HRS
Dtl 12 HRS Dt2 11 HRS
Dtl 6 HRS
58 1 I 359( I 361(14) 364( 7) 0 0 54 ni 5 H
: ntt » 0 ui
TOTAL COAL CONSUMED 3308076 TONNE
TOTAL COAL DOUBLE HANDLED 1542210 TONNE
TOTAL COAL UNLOADED 3393000 TONNE
BERTH OCCUPANCY 51.56393 I
TOTAL DEMURRAGE CHARGE 15650 US
TOTAL DESPATCH VALUE 110604 US$
NET PAY OUT -94954 US
MAXIMUM QUEUE LENGTH 2
AVERAGE WAITING TIME 19.05172 HRSSHIP
NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK WENT ABOVE 456000 TONNES 0
NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK WENT ABOVE 299000 TONNES 69
NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK FELL BELOW 200000 TONNES 94
NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK FELL BELOW 150000 TONNES 39
NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK FELL BELOW 100000 TONNES 3
NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK FELL BELOW 50000 TONNES 0
NO. OF DAYS COAL STOCK OUT 0
NO. OF HOURS UNLOADERNO. 1 DOWNFOR DEFECT MAINTENANCE 230
NO. OF HOURS UNLOADERNO. 2 DOWNFOR DEFECT MAINTENANCE 220
NO. OF HOURS UNLOADERNO. 3 DOWNFOR DEFECT MAINTENANCE 0








97Appendix 3 List of Variables





AMTTFA MEAN TIME TO FAILURE, UNLOADER A
AMTTFC MEAN TIME TO FAILURE, UNLOADER C
AMTTRA MEAN TIME TO REPAIR, UNLOADER A
AMTTRB MEAN TIME TO REPAIR, UNLOADER B
AMTTRC MEAN TIME TO REPAIR, UNLOADER C
ATE(NVT) TOTAL COAL CARRIED BY CATEGORY NVT VESSELS
CCSTD COAL CONSUMPTION STD DEV FOR WEEK DAYS
CCTOT TOTAL PLANNED COAL CONSUMPTION FOR THE YEAR
CSLI INITIAL COAL STOCK LEVEL
CSSAT COAL CONSUMPTION RATIO REDUCTION FOR SATURDAYS
CSSUN COAL CONSUMPTION REDUCTION RATIO FOR SUNDAYS
DMM(NVT) DEMURRAGE RATE FOR CATEGORY NVT VESSELS
DSS(NVT) DESPATCH RATE FOR CATEGORY NVT VESSELS
FDEVA STANDARD DEVIATION OF MTTF, UNLOADER A
FDEVB STANDARD DEVIATION OF MTTF, UNLOADER B
FDEVC STANDARD DEVIATION OF MTTF, UNLOADER C
ICHUL(NVT) CONTRACT NO OF HOURS TO UNLOADER CATEGORY NVT SHIP
IMTTFB. MEAN TIME TO FAILURE, UNLOADER B
IPAD(NSN,ND) PLANNED ARRIVAL DATES OF DEL ND FROM SOURCE NSN
ITBER TIME TO TRAVEL FROM LOCAL WATERS TO JETTY
ITERATION NO. OF ITERATION TO RUN
ITIDE(N,IH) TIDE CONDITION AT DAY N, HOUR IH
IULA CREAM UNLOADER RATE OF UNLOADER A
IULB CREAM UNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADER B
I ULC CREAM UNLOADING RATE OF UNLOADER C







NUMBER OF DELIVERIES FROM SOURCE NSNND(NSN)
TIME TO BERTH AND TIE UP VESSELNHBTH
TIME TO TRAVEL FROM LOCAL WATERS TO SHELTERNH RET
NUMBER OF SOURCES OF COALNS
NUMBER OF CATEGORY OF VESSELS USEDNVTOT
MEAN DELAY FROM SOURCE NSNPAETA(NSN)
STD DEV OF DELAYS FROM SOURCE NSNPASD(NSN)
STANDARD DEVIATION OF MTTR, UNLOADER AREPDEVA
STANDARD DEVIATION OF MTTR, UNLOADER BREPDEVB







DUMMY VARIABLES USED IN PRINTOUT FORMATS?$??$ LEN?
UNLOADER A DOWN TIME IN THE DAYADOWN
SUBROUTINE FOR QUEUE MANAGEMENTARRQUEUE
SUBROUTINE FOR ASSIGNING NOR DAY AND TIMEASSIGNNOR
UNLOADER B DOWN TIME IN THE DAYBDOWN
SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING BERTH OCCUPANCYBERTHOCC
'BREAKDOWN SUBROUTINE BREAKDOWN
SUBROUTINE FOR HANDLING UNLAODER DEFECTSBREAKDOWN
COAL CONSUMED ON DAY NCC(N)
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL CONSUMEDCCT
TOTAL COAL UNLOADED FOR THE SHIPCCU
AMOUNT OF COAL DOUBLE HANDLEDCDH
UNLOADER C DOWN TIME IN THE DAYCDOWN
COAL STOCK LEVEL ON-DAY NCS(N)
COAL STOCK LEVEL REGISTERS IN DAYSCS1- CS6
COAL UNLOADED ON-DAY NCU(N)
TOTAL AMOUNT OF COAL UNLOADEDCUT
DEFECTA(NN) DEFECT HR. OF UNLOADER 1 ,DURING SHIPMENT NN.
DEFECTB(NN)
DEFECT HR. OF UNLOADER 3 DURING SHIPMENT NNDEFECTC(NN)
DEMURRAGE HOURS OF DELIVERY NNDM(NN)
NET PAID OUT (TOTAL DEMURRAGE- TOTAL DESPATCH)DMD
TOTAL DEMURRAGE PAYABLEDMT
SUBROUTINE DOUTPUTDOUTPUT
SUBROUTINE TO PRODUCE OUTPUTDOUTPUT
DESPATCH HOURS OF-DELIVERY NNDS(NN)




































DURATION OF TYPHOON NO. N
SUBPROGRAM FOR GENERATING NORMAL DIST. SAMPLES
HOURS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL AND CONTRACT RATE
UNLOADER A OUTAGE AT DAY N HOUR IH
SEQUENCE NO OF SHIP ARRIVAL IN THE HOUR
DUMMY VALUE FOR TIME USED TO TRAVEL TO JETTY
DAY AND HOUR REPAIR WORK COMPLETED
BERTH OCCUPANCY HOURS AND PERCENTAGE
UNLOADER B OUTAGE AT DAY N HOUR IH
UNLOADER C OUTAGE AT-DAY N, HOUR IH
HOUR NO. GENERAL
HOUR NO .QUEUING PROGRAM
HOUR NO. OF THE NEXT HOUR IN THE QUEUING PROGRAM
DUMMY VALUE FOR TIME USE TO GO TO TYPHOON SHELTER
SUBROUTINE TO INITIALIZE UNLOADER VARIABLES
SUBROUTINE FOR EQUIPMENT INSPECTION AFTER UNLOAD
RUNNING HOURS OF UNLOADER A
RUNNING HOURS OF UNLOADER 1,2 3 RESPECTIVELY.
RUNNING HOURS OF UNLOADER B
RUNNING HOURS OF UNLOADER C
FLAG FOR PRINT POSITION OF BERTH OCCUPANCY
SOURCE OF DELIVERY NO. NN
SOURCE NO. OF SHIP IN QUEUE
TYPHOON SIGNAL, DAY N, HOUR IH



































UNLOADER B CAPACITY AVAILABLE IN THE HOUR
UNLOADER C CAPACITY AVAILABLE IN THE HOUR
TOTAL UNLOADING CAPACITY AVAILABLE IN THE HOUR
WAITING TIME FOR SHIPMENT NN
TOTAL TYPHOON HOURS IN A YEAR
DUMMY VALUES USED FOR CALCULATING BREAKDOWN HOURS
DAY NO. GENERAL
ACTUAL ARRIVAL SCHEDULE
VESSEL NO. BERTHED ON DAY N HOUR IH
PRINT POSITION FOR BERTH OCCUPANCY
: DUMMY VALUES FOR STARTFINISH OF A PERIOD
DAY NO. SHIP NN CLEARED FOR BERTHING
DAY NO OF DELIVERY NN COMMITED
DAY NO TYPHOON NO. N STARTS
DAY NO. QUEUING PROGRAM
DAY NO. DELIVERY NN RELEASED
DAY NO. DELIVERY NN COMPLETED UNLOADING
SUBPROGRAM FOR NEGATIVE EXPONENTIAL SAMPLING
HOUR NO. SHIP NN CLEARED'FOR BERTHING
HOUR NO. DELIVERY NN COMMITTED
HOUR NO. DELIVERY NN RELEASED
HOUR NO. DELIVERY NN COMPLETED UNLOADING
DELIVERY NO.
DAY AND HOUR NO. SHIP EXPECTED TO BERTH
TOTAL NO. OF PLANNED DELIVERIES



































HOUR NO. DELIVERY NN TENDERED NOR
DAY NO. DELIVERY NN TENDERED NOR
DAY NO OF PREVIOUS DAY IN CALCULATING COAL STCR
1ST POSITION IN QUEUE, DAY N, HOUR IH
2ND POSITION IN QUEUE, DAY N, HOUR IH
3RD POSITION IN QUEUE, DAY N, HOUR IH
4TH POSITION IN QUEUE, DAY N, HOUR IH
5TH POSITION IN QUEUE, DAY N, HOUR IH
6TH POSITION IN THE QUEUE, DAY N, HOUR IH
MAXIMUM QUEUE LENGTH
DUMMY VALUE FOR FINDING NQMAX
DAY N HOUR IH BERTH DESIGNATED TO SHIP NN
NO OF HOURS INTO TIE UP TIME
NO OF HOURS UNLOADING
NO. OF TYPHOONS GENERATED
SUBROUTINE FOR ASSIGNING TIMES AFTER A SHIPMENT
NO. OF ITERATION LOGGED
TOTAL DOWN TIME OF UNLOADER 1
TOTAL DOWN TIME OF UNLOADER 2
TOTAL DOWN TIME OF UNLAODER 3
TOTAL WAITING TIME IN A YEAR
TIME TO FAILURE, UNLOADER A
TIME TO FAILURE, UNLOADER B
TIME TO FAILURE, UNLOADER C







TIME TO REPAIR, UNLOADER BTT RB
TIME TO REPAIR, UNLOADER CTT RC
FLAG FOR TYPHOONTY$
TYPHOON HR. DURING SHIPMENT NNTYPHOON(NN)
SUBROUTINE UNLOADUNLOAD
SUBROUTINE FOR UNLOADINGUNLOAD
INPUT TO CONFIRM PRINTER READYX$
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